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eviece does point clearly enou1, however, to the general period of

the 9th and. 8th centuries. Moreover there are almost no factors to favour

the 9th rather* than the 8th, and some to favour the reverse: . . . Thus pro

visionally and with dme caution I accept the 8th century, as many others have,

as the probably date of the composition of the Iliad - and probably too,

close to its end, of the Odyssey. . . Again, the formation of the large-scale

Odyssey m!ght easily have been as late as the first years of the 7th century.

13. The Circumstancs of Homeric Composition
p. 292 ' . . . for whatever their differences, their stylistic similarities are

enough to suggest that they are unlikely to be separated by more than two
or three generations. I take it that in any case the Iliad came first.

6. The Poetical Possibilities of the Dark Age
p. 130 In short there is noth.ng whatever in the archaologica1 record of early

Dark Greece to indicate that oral poetry could not have flourished
there.

p. 135 Oral poetry is not like architecture or gcutting or high-c1ss
vase-making,it does not need. prosperity and good material surroundings.
Sometimes it flourishes best when the opposite is the case.

-

The Iliad as we know it must have been composed in lonia, on the coast of Asia
Minor, toward. the end. of the eight century; this is the time when Homer lived and
sung.
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p 1 dt of Homeric epics

Modern scholars tend to date th Homeric epics towacis the end of the.
eighth century, the Odys somewhat later, but thee is no unanimity on
the subject.

They were written at irariouimes, some .perhap as late as the fourth

century B.C.




3. From fh Mycenaean Decline to the Time of Homer
p. 42 u " " . Troy Vila was evid.ntly burned around 1240 - l23O.H 4z-

p. 51 " . . . a monumental Iliad and Odyssey had. achieved f.me in most parts of
the Hellenic world before the middle of the 7th century . . . It

4. The Oral Poet and. His Methods
p. 59 LMilman Parr'demonstrated beyond doubt that Homer was an oral poet, depending

on a grawial'y evolved trad.iiY 'al sor of fxU rhre which covered
most common ideas and situations . . .

p. 71 " . . . the question whether alphabetic writing began to establish itself in
Greece in the early 9th century, or earlier or later, is only of limited
reevance to Homer - though it continues to occupy the attention of many
Homeric scholors, who accept successive quasi-archaeological ronunciamnti
on the topic with touching credulity " We know that writing was used for
short inscriptions . . . by the last decades of the Rth century; yet
we can also be sire that the Iliad and Odyssey are oral poems, composea accord
ing to an elaborate system which is quickly weakened when the poet begins to
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